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Introductionc

Engaging 
the Story 
of This 
Great Season

Christmas is the season that promises to touch our deep-
est needs and to meet our deepest longings; it is the 

story of God remembering us, caring about us, and squeez-
ing himself into time and space, drawing near, even as one 
of us. If we are remembered, loved, and known by the One 
who is our ultimate source of life and destination, who 
exists beyond all time and constraint, then all worries, fears, 
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and anxieties melt away. Or should melt away, it seems. But 
is there anyone for whom this is actually the case?

Many folks know the Christmas story and what it is 
meant to say to us, and they believe these things in some 
abstract sense; and yet the story does not live for them 
anymore. It has worn thin under the tiresome weight of life. 
The extra stressors of the season do not help: the cards, the 
family Christmas photo, the decorating, the office party, the 
neighborhood party, and the extended family in town or in 
the home. Much of it all is genuine, but much also feels 
contrived. Some of it is shared with people who also believe 
the story and long to experience the depths of its meaning, 
but many of these events simply serve to dilute the very 
season which gave them their excuse to get scheduled in the 
first place; they are social and essentially generic. They do 
not bring the story to life in our hearts; they make it seem 
surreal and removed. And all the while, the expense of it all 
in terms of energy as well as money can feel like anything 
but a reason to rejoice and a source of hope.

Others perhaps long to believe but simply cannot see 
how the Christmas story could touch them. Life has had 
too many unhappy surprises or at least unfulfilled hopes 
and longings. Or they have made too many choices for 
which they now carry a load of regrets. The heroes and 
heroines of this story are too pure, too perfect, too pristine; 
my story could not weave into this story, they feel. Shame 
scares them off, or unmet yearnings are too painfully sensi-
tive. As this great story is told every year, they retreat into 
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the anonymous background of being an “extra.” They are 
around, but are careful to stay in the background.

Other folks are yet another step removed. They wonder 
that anyone in the modern world still believes this old story. 
Isn’t it rather implausible? Their cynicism sneers that in 
reality the story lives only as a way to drive the consumer 
economy and provide distraction through the turn to bleak 
winter.

These struggles weary us, perhaps even if they are not 
ours to bear; perhaps someone we love brings them to us, 
or by his or her mere presence keeps them before us. Maybe 
one or more of these struggles sting, and we cower in fear. 
And yet, something deep within us won’t give it up.

Well, what if the one who told this story perhaps most 
beautifully of all also knew and understood these kinds 
of struggles? What if he wrote the story in a way that was 
designed to help his readers wrestle with some of these 
troubles? Could that be? Can the story as written in Luke’s 
gospel still come alive and pull us—our imaginations and 
our lives—into it, as it were? And is this possible without 
doing violence to the original story or to Luke’s intent as 
author of it?

What if an effective tool to bring this story to us again 
as the gift of a living story would not be primarily a how-
to book on simplifying the season? Though simplifying 
would seem an attractive way to go and would no doubt 
be helpful, still, a how-to book threatens only to add to the 
stresses it tries to alleviate; there’s yet more to sort out. On 
the other hand, what if weaving our stories into this story is 
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not truly accomplished by an (yet another) attempt to find 
adjectives grand and piquant enough to match the size of 
the season’s message and worth? If we could find adjectives 
pithy enough, that would seem a good thing, for this is a 
story uniquely touching in all of history. But really there 
simply do not seem to be any adjectives that truly can carry 
the weight, and the dogged effort at it only tends to lead 
to the opposite effect, losing any possible deep connection 
somewhere in the embellishment.

But here is a beautiful and a simple idea: the way to 
bring this story back to life and to find my story drawn into 
it as a living story with texture and depth may be simply to 
read this story again in Luke’s gospel, where it is arguably 
most beautifully and romantically told, and to sit with God 
in it, asking questions.

The happy joy of all this is that Advent is a season 
meant to give us just such a space in our lives—a space 
for self-reflection, for waiting upon and expecting God 
to show up and perhaps even to speak to us. Advent is a 
season of remembering, expecting, and listening for God’s 
presence. And Luke has given us questions and canticles 
(poetic songs) to lead us—if we dare to go on a journey 
with him—through a spiritual reading that brings the story 
to life and intertwines our story with it.

It works like this: Luke was a powerful and deeply 
effective storyteller. He has long been recognized for his 
telling of the parables of Jesus and for the narrative quality 
of his gospel. In fact, the Holy Spirit chose him to write 
more of the New Testament than any other author.1 What 
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is less well known and therefore of less spiritual benefit 
to modern Christians is Luke’s use of two other powerful 
literary rhetorical tools: questions and poetry.

Luke uses questions to pull his reader’s imagination 
more deeply into the story. There are places where Luke 
chooses only to report that a question was asked, but not 
to show it asked on the lips of “live” narrative time in the 
action, so to speak. In contrast, in those places where Luke 
has a figure in the story ask a question in live narrative 
time, the question reaches out—off the page as it were—
and pulls the reader into the context—often powerfully, 
but effectively even when only implicitly—as through 
sympathy or disdain. There is something about the open-
endedness of a question that demands reciprocity when 
spoken in the narrative and therefore engages the reader in 
the narrative moment and transforms it into a now-living 
moment for him or her.

For instance, we had been nicely reading along, just 
following a story from a long time ago in another culture 
and a far-away land, when suddenly we find a new emo-
tional investment has burst open within us. “Oh, Zechariah 
felt that way when the angel Gabriel appeared and spoke to 
him? How could he? How dare he say that?” Or maybe we 
feel the opposite: “He’s right to demand assurance! How 
could anyone believe that? He’d risk too much! They’ve 
suffered enough already.” Either way, now the situation is 
in our heart and our imagination, and we have to figure out 
who Zechariah was and why he responded as he did. Then 
we learn about ourselves as well because we are either 
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sympathetic with his response or we are not. Either way, 
the truth deep inside us is revealed.

As for poetry, Luke uses poetry for the same reasons 
all poets use poetry: it speaks more deeply than analysis 
or even narrative is able. It has been noted that Luke’s 
canticles in the birth narrative function the way songs func-
tion in a musical; the action pauses as the song leads the 
audience into deeper reflection, maybe even transporting 
us through the beauty of the piece. Might that be the reason 
that perhaps the “Magnificat” (Mary’s song, and the second 
canticle Luke records in his birth narrative) is the single 
most set-to-music poem of all of history?

So questions and poetry are two literary rhetorical tools 
that Luke uses adroitly, as inspired by the Holy Spirit. But 
“wait a minute!” we may protest; the gospel story happened 
once only and is utterly unique, in a way beyond even how 
every story is unique. So does it work to weave our sto-
ries into it? Yes, because Luke has done this; he has used 
two literary tools to invite his readers to join in the story 
in their imaginations. He invites us to see the characters 
as real people and see our similarities with or differences 
from these people. Then, as our sympathetic imagination 
has been engaged, we begin more deeply to appropriate 
God’s great act of Gospel (of the good news of his love) 
to ourselves.

There are four questions directly posed by characters 
in Luke’s gospel before the birth of Jesus. Luke uses these 
four questions to walk the reader through a process of spiri-
tual preparation for the great event of the birth, moving the 
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reader from a place of potential cynicism or heart-weariness 
from the realities of life, to a place of praise and anticipa-
tion at the reality of the love and power of God. After the 
questions have begun their work, Luke introduces poetical 
reflections (the canticles) that guide the reader’s imagina-
tion in wrestling with the questions.

This book is a guide along the spiritual pilgrimage laid 
out in Luke 1—and it is meant to facilitate your encounter 
with the four questions and poetry of Luke’s birth narra-
tive and suggest ways you may interact with them—but 
ultimately this interaction is for you to do personally with 
God, of course. The pace of the pilgrimage is designed to 
be roughly one chapter a week, slow enough to allow for 
reflection and contemplation. There is one question for each 
of the four weeks of Advent, then follows one short chapter 
on Christmas Eve or soon thereafter, and one chapter during 
the twelve days of Christmas. The journey concludes with 
space to take up whatever has been revealed or whatever 
conviction or calling may have come.

Grace and peace to you as you begin your Advent 
pilgrimage.
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The First Week of  Adventc

Do I Dare to 
Open Myself 
to God?

There are perhaps few things as difficult for us to handle 
as disappointment. We fancy ourselves modern people, 

the products of a wealthy, technologically advanced—and 
powerful—Western culture. We’ve invested heavily in the 
dream of a world in which one shouldn’t really have to put 
up with things not being up to a certain level, and shouldn’t 
have to face an unsatisfying, or painful, or unjust life—truly 
to find ourselves stuck just having to face disappointment—
without having recourse to some alternative.
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So when disappointment comes, we protest. We’re 
simply not used to it; we’re used to being offered choices. 
We’re used to being able to complain that such and such is 
“simply not acceptable,” it does not meet our expectations 
of service, comfort, or convenience.

When that doesn’t work, there’s always denial, or 
“redefining myself” and “making my world work for me”: 
a retreat into a universe no larger than my own mental and 
social constructs.

It is natural, of course, that we shouldn’t like disap-
pointment—it is inherent in the word itself that it is a lack-
ing, an opportunity lost, a sense of life’s not being all it 
was meant to be. The ripple effects of our original parents’ 
fall from perfection and their removal from the Garden are 
ubiquitous and pervasive, and each of us since has done 
our own part in keeping those ripples energized and on the 
move. Their vast wake of consequences seen and unseen 
carry on, disrupting our lives and beyond.

So disappointments come. In many shapes and sizes, 
for reasons we can sort out and for seemingly no reason 
we can discern. For many in our empowered and privileged 
culture, the disappointments of our lives form the biggest 
block to a living, vibrant relationship with God. Maybe 
God is out there somewhere, as the pop song from a few 
decades back suggests, watching “from a distance”; but we 
would be slow to believe that God could be intimate, near, 
dear, and powerful, able, active. Or perhaps we would even 
be angry should we find out God is near and wants to be 
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known intimately. We’d have a few things to clear up with 
him before we’d let that happen!

Perhaps, were we to be honest with ourselves, we 
would have to admit that the whole notion scares us deeply. 
If God’s presence became real to us in a deep and true way, 
we’d have to face the things we’ve denied or shoved down 
or learned to keep at arm’s length, tangential; and we would 
have to wrestle with God over how all this fits together, and 
how we would go on with him coming alongside, present, 
day after day, week after week, and on and on.

Advent is about God’s presence: it is about remember-
ing his past presence in history, looking forward to his pres-
ence wonderfully to come in triumph in the future, and also 
seeking to experience his presence with us now, in our lives 
in the present moment. Perhaps it is this last one which is 
the most challenging to believe. Perhaps we may need to 
clear the ground a little in order to be able to experience 
God’s presence in a way that seems real and personal, and 
yet is also the way that he would love for us to know him 
and enjoy his love and intimacy.

During graduate school in theology my dream was 
to become a professor of American history at a top-notch 
university or college. I had it all sorted out with a master 
plan: after a theology degree I would study history, get 
a doctorate, and then take my theological grounding and 
historical expertise and be a light for the Gospel on a major 
campus somewhere.

Everything seemed to be lining up; I was doing well 
and enjoying my studies. I stumbled upon a wonderful and 
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undiscovered historical gem—a story of Christians in the 
American South seventy or so years before the Civil War 
who had been led by their faith in Jesus Christ to repent 
of their participation in slavery. They freed their slaves, 
faced economic deprivation, and were forced to move to 
Kentucky and Ohio, the frontier of their day, to make a new 
start on a smaller scale. This was a powerful, beautiful, and 
encouraging story of the Holy Spirit leading the people of 
God to act justly, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with 
their God. This was a story begging to be told, and of the 
sort that writes tickets to graduate studies in history.

It was an untold story when I found it; as far as I know, 
it still is.

I researched doctoral programs. I visited a popular, 
much-published professor at an august and renowned uni-
versity in England. I visited a celebrated and decorated 
professor in the relevant area of history at an American 
Ivy League school. They were both interested. I sorted out 
a few fine but slightly lesser schools where I would also 
apply, and a so-called safety-valve school.

Perhaps you suspect where this is going. My glorious 
career in American history never got off the ground. I was 
rejected by all of the programs, from England to Ivy League 
to safety valve. I was caught shorthanded: a beautiful young 
wife, two very young little girls, and a flood of terror in 
my heart. Was I going to fail them already, when I was just 
barely out of the gate?

Worse, if possible, where was God in the midst of all of 
this? The sense I had known of things seemingly all leading 


